WATER FILTER

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Turn off water supply to unit or disconnect the male from the female water connector.
2. Unscrew filter by firmly holding Point “A” in your left hand and Point “B” in your right hand. (Refer to Figure) Next, unscrew by simultaneously rotating your left hand away from you and rotating your right hand toward you. Continue this process until the filter unscrews into two separate pieces.
3. The filter body consists of two sides (Refer to Figure), one with an outer male thread and another with an inner female thread. Take the side with the inner female thread and look into it, you should see a black O-RING and under it a gold colored FILTER DISK (Refer to Figure).
4. Remove the O-RING by carefully prying it out of the inner wall with a finger nail or other dull object.

**NOTE:** Be careful not to rip or break this O-RING, a water leak could result.

5. Next, remove the FILTER DISK by turn the turning the female side over and tapping it gently into the palm of your hand.
6. Now, while holding the FILTER DISK under running water, brush it gently with a tooth brush or other small cleaning brush. Do this to both sides of the disk.
7. Reassemble the filter in the reverse order as you disassembled it.
8. Turn on the main water supply and check for leaks.